
• Thank you for inviting me today. I am a New York attorney. 
This presentation is not to be considered legal advice. 

• These observations are for discussion purposes only.
• My topic focuses on zoning regulations affecting dancing 

and music and is necessarily succinct.
• I will skip discussion of some slides.
• Follow the complete presentation now on your iPad or 

Laptop at zortmusic.com.
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[I have been dancing Lindy Hop, Tango, and Salsa all over the US 
and in 19 countries since 1996 and have produced music and 
dance events and big band CD’s. Here at Roseland ..]
First, why I am interested in this subject. Since 1996, I have been 
dancing Lindy Hop, Tango, and Salsa. I met my wife on a dance 
floor. I have danced all over the US and in 19 foreign countries. I 
became a Jazz fan because of dancing. I have produced two big 
Band CD’s. and  large dance events such as  this one at 1999 
Roseland ….
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[and here at Edison Ballroom –with the Jazz at Lincoln Center Youth 
Orchestra ]
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[Here talking with Newport Jazz Festival founder George Wein 
about festival dance floors.]

Music and dance are intricately connected. Here I am talking 
about festival dance floors with George Wein at the Newport 
Jazz Festival.
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[New York is Not Havana – Dance regulation has been my 
interest since 1997 – when Mayor Giuliani closed one of my 
favorite New York Latin restaurant for the “high crime” of 
dancing.]

Surprisingly, New York City is the most anti-music and anti-
dancing place I have  been – It is not like Havana, that’s for sure.

Dance regulation had been my interest since 1997, when a New 
York Latin restaurant I patronized was closed for the “crime” of 
allowing dancing.  That was not the last time that establishments 
I patronized have had to refuse to allow dancing or closed dance 
nights.
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[Luckily, there is NYC’s partner dance iconic event: Lincoln 
Center’s Midsummer Night Swing every June and July with 40,000 
dancers over 15 nights and live bands –but what about the rest of 
the year?]

A NYC exception is Lincoln Center’s Midsummer Night Swing – a 
yearly 15 night event with 40,000 plus social dancer and live 
bands. Salsa, Lindy Hop, Tango, Hustle, Country Two Step, … 
Samba. 
The event offers work and exposure to musicians bands -all part 
of the Nightlife economy.
But where do New Yorkers go to dance the rest of the year??
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[One example are illegal events in Use Group 6 restaurants which 
provide places to dance and support New York City Nightlife and 
restaurants and musicians - Nightlife is not just about 
nightclubs.]
One place people dance are at Use Group 6 restaurants such as this event 
room. The restaurant probably violated the zoning resolution, its liquor 
license, its certificate of occupancy, and its public assembly permit by 
hosting this event - my wife’s birthday party.
Here is her Birthday dance. I hired Pedro Giraudo’s Tango Quartet. I like to 
think this and other illegal events helped Pedro win this year’s 2019 Latin 
Grammy.
I can guarantee you that the restaurant earned a profit, the band was 
paid, and the the local bakery did well. This is what the nightlife economy 
is all about.   It is not just about nightclubs.
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[Informed proposals for change suggest knowledge of the 8683 
page Zoning Resolution  and the history of regulations. Sorry – it 
is dense, poorly organized, at times vague, and inconsistent.]

• I will introduce some specific proposals related to the 8683  
page Zoning Resolution which impact dancing and music and 
also will provide some context and some history.

• Rules of other agencies’ impact dancing
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[The first proposal is to amend Use Group 6 C in the Zoning 
Resolution to remove the restrictions on dancing in most 
restaurants in the City.]
The Zoning Resolution establishes Use Groups to which zoning 
districts are assigned.  Many zoning districts are assigned to 
multiple use groups.
Eating and drinking establishments with a capacity of 200 
persons of fewer in residential/commercial districts are allowed 
under Use Group 6, which encompasses a large part of the City
The City needs to publish a map of those areas in UG 12  and 
those in UG 6 which are not in UG 12.
ZR (Zoning Resolution) §32-15 C  needs to be revised to allow 
patron dancing and musical entertainment without restriction: 
the words with entertainment, but not dancing need to be 
removed.
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Here is a ZoLa map of a UG 6 restaurant you may know in 
Queens in a C1-2 district.  Dancing is not allowed – period. No 
Salsa. No Bachata.  No Punta. 
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[The next proposal concerns another Use Group 6 use. Remove 
§32-15 A as redundant, confusing, conflicting with 32-15 C, and 
as next discussed, constitutionally suspect.]

It is hard to understand the distinction between “or have music” 
and “musical entertainment” in C.

§32-15 A  is not meaningful except as to the restriction re cover 
charges and showtimes, terms not defined. §32-15 C allows 
restaurants with entertainment without showtimes and cover 
charges. So, A makes no sense. Recommend eliminating all of 
§32-15 A as if C is amended.
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[Not in live presentation.]
[Confusion as to meaning of a Use Group.  Definition in ZR is that 
the listed uses are allowed in the Use Group]. 

Any Use listed under UG 6 is allowed in districts under UG 6, 
even if not listed under UG 12. 

Strictly speaking dancing is allowed under UG 6 A though it 
appears that my interpretation is not followed.

Many Use Groups involve dancing – not just UG 6 and UG 12.  
UG 10 applies only to hotels.
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[[Not in live presentation.]
[Shows how DOB merges A and C in §32-15 and wrongly applies 
the limitation of cover charges and showtimes to C. The 200 
person capacity limit is in C and the cover charge limit is in A]

“The information in this document is only a summary and 
overview and is not intended to substitute for the full text and 
meaning of any law, rule or regulation.
DOB Code Notes 

Page 6. DOB Code Notes, Cabaret Version1|3 2017
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/pj913.pdf 
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[Not in live presentation.]

[ The variation between 32-31 and 32-15 suggest mistakes in 
drafting, which have not been corrected in 30 years.
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[Also for §32-15 A. Delete references to music Cover Charge and 
Showtimes. -- not defined, impact negatively on musicians and 
establishments, and are constitutionally suspect.]

Delete these restrictions in all ten places in the Zoning Resolution 
such as §81-82.
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[Not in live presentation.]
[ Need to review other provisions of ZR, DOB, and SLA re 
restrictions on music and impact on dancing.]
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[Definitions: 200 person capacity standard needs definition
where establishments have multiple venues. If capacity of both 
venues exceeds 200, waiting rooms and other conditions are 
imposed.

Allows regulators and inspectors to exercise dangerous 
discretion and does not alert owners as to the applicable rules.  
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[The next definition needed is one for “dancing”. Ideally, all 
references to dancing should be removed in the codes and 
regulations. This is offered for discussion purpose only as an 
alternative to apply not only to the ZR, but to all City codes and 
rules and regulations. ]
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[ Another possible definition is to define dance venues by the 
dance floor size: §91-112 offers a type of  compromise as 
opposed to removal of all dancing restrictions.]

For example, dancing allowed if dance floor less than 900 
square feet. Could combine with restriction based upon number 
of dancers.
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[Removal of the language implied in UG 12 equating any number 
of dancers with an establishment 200 capacity. Imposes waiting 
rooms on venues with small dance floors and only a few dancers 
or in manufacturing zones.]

Since most UG 12 districts are also in UG 6,  this provision would 
be irrelevant if an amended UG 6 allowed dancing if capacity 
under 200.
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[Thousands of words are devoted to obtaining a Special Permit 
from the BSA  to allow dancing in certain districts. 
Not simple and allows BSA to micro-regulate all aspects of the 
establishment  Only three establishments in NYC have current 
Special Permits to allow dancing.]

Not be BSA micro-regulated if there were no dancing.  
This is a expensive and lengthy process as shown by the Red 
Rooster case study.  
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[Consideration should be given to the requirement for 
establishments to have waiting areas/lobbies in all locations 
where there is dancing, even in a small establishment. The 
requirement does not make a lot of sense and again is focused 
on large nightclubs, but has an impact on other establishments.]
This requirement appears to have been added in 1989. I know of 
many places which just ignore this provision, or maybe they fall 
just under the 200 person limit.
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[The 1989 DCP review is  discussed shortly and should be reviewed by anyone focusing 
on changes to the zoning resolution. History is destiny.]
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[What is the Zoning Resolution – ZR.  It is the New York City 
zoning code and enacted by the City Council with multiple 
agencies involved.]
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[The 155 page extract Includes references to clubs, banquet halls, 
catering halls, and music, all ways which are used to allow the 
privileged to dance.]
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[There are Fifty-Six Sections affecting dancing and music and are 
in the 155 page extract we prepared.]
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[ In 1989, after the City lost litigation declaring limits on 
music and number of musicians as unconstitutional, the DCP 
undertook a comprehensive review of regulations affecting 
music and dancing with the express intent to crack down on 
dancing.]
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[The purpose of the 1989 review is clear – QUOTE - “to impose 
more restrictive regulations on larger entertainment 
establishments and those with dancing.”  The review did not 
discuss what is meant by “dancing”.  Appears to assume that 
”dancing” means large dancing nightclubs.]
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[[Not in live presentation.]

[The 1989 report deleted statutory text that placed no limits on 
entertainment or dancing with new language which restricts 
dancing.]
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[First, anyone working on these issues should study the 1989 
report.  The new review needs to be “zero-based” where every 
assumption and current statement requires a justification.]
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There are other agencies with confusing and often out of date 
rules, regulations, codes, memoranda, so-called policies etc. 
These must be exhaustively reviewed and cleaned up, removing 
those which are outdated and conflicting with other provisions.
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[The Red Rooster is an important Case Study as to its BSA Special 
Permit. It is very expensive and time consuming to obtain BSA 
Special Permits]

Which is why only two other establishments in NYC have active 
Special Permits to allow dancing. You may review these slides on 
your own time.]
This is an unusual case study since so much is available via FOIL 
and the contradictions of music and dancing zoning were 
confronted.]
I am not the attorney for Red Rooster and my knowledge derives 
exclusively from documents obtained by FOIL requests.
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[Not in live presentation.]
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[Not in live presentation.]
[________________]
I do not represent Red Rooster. They may not wish to have their 
application reviewed. Based on public records. I love the 
restaurant.
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[Not in live presentation.]
Summary: Red Rooster is in C6-4A with dancing allowed with BSA 
Special Permit. Surrounding area is Use Group 6.
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[Not in live presentation.]
[ Number of patrons not increase and noise emanating did not 
change and live music did not increase]
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[Not in live presentation.]
Red Rooster explains why it needed a Special Permit – the cellar 
(not the Ground Floor) was within 100 feet of a residential 
district, which under the ZR would require a Special Permit if 
there is to be any dancing.
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[Not in live presentation.]

Red Rooster – Special Permit duration is only 3 years. Very 
expensive and time consuming to obtain BSA Special Permit 
which is why only two other establishments in NYC have Special 
Permits to allow dancing. 
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[Not in live presentation.]
This is an ironic statement from the Red Rooster in support of its Special Permit.

Other venues neighboring Red Rooster are in Use Group 6 where dancing is not 
allowed.

“The Red Rooster Restaurant seeks to re-establish and re-capture part of Harlem’s 
history and culture through its “supper club” experience. Red Rooster’s proposal 
builds upon a central ideal that flourished during the Harlem Renaissance: the view of 
neighborhood eateries as extended dining rooms for social interaction and artistic 
enjoyment. Few existing venues provide this type of entertainment that Harlem was 
once known for.”
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[Not in live presentation.]

This famous 1932 “Nightclub Map of 1930s Harlem) by E. Sims 
Campbell shows the  Nightlife scene on upper Lenox Avenue 
during the Harlem Renaissance – now zoned Use Group 6 –
dancing not allowed. The Red Rooster would be further down 
Lenox on the upper left. “The only important omission is the location of the 
various speakeasies, but since there are about 500 of them you won’t have much 
trouble,” the map instructs readers. Original at Yale University.
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[The SLA Liquor License Application requires applicant to state 
whether there is dancing and state the type of live music. The 
answer then is incorporated as a condition into the license. 
Violation of the conditions invites shutdowns.]
The requirement to state the type of music is constitutionally 
suspect.]
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[Not in live presentation.]
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[Not in live presentation.]
The SLA is clear that it considers itself a regulator of dancing and 
types of music. Scary.
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[Not in live presentation.]
These answers become  part of the conditions of the Liquor 
license.
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[Not in live presentation.]
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[Not in live presentation.]
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[Not in live presentation.]

The Advisory Board  should cause to have undertaken a comprehensive review of 
rules, regulations, forms, web sites, and publications of the DOB and FDNY. Many 
statements are inconsistent, meaningless, fail to reflect repeal of other provisions, 
as relates to dancing and music.

Building Code Chapter 1 Subchapter 8: Places of Assembly
§ 15-02 Interior Fire Alarm and Signal System for Place of Assembly Used as a 
Cabaret and for Stages, Dressing Rooms, and Property Rooms.

.
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Building Code Chapter 1 Subchapter 8: 
Places of Assembly
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[Not in live presentation.]

§ 15-02 Interior Fire Alarm and Signal System for Place of Assembly Used as a 
Cabaret and for Stages, Dressing Rooms, and Property Rooms.

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/New%20York/rules/th
erulesofthecityofnewyork?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=
amlegal:newyork_ny

§ 27-246 Occupancy group B-1.

Fire Protection Systems
903.2.1.2 Group A-2
An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided for Group A-
2 occupancies where any one of the following conditions exists:
***
4. The A-2 occupancy is used as a cabaret.
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[Not in live presentation.] Random Notes
Cabaret Code Notes: Fire Protection Systems 903.2.1.2 Group A-2

§ 15-02 Interior Fire Alarm and Signal System for Place of Assembly Used as a 
Cabaret and for Stages, Dressing Rooms, and Property Rooms.

New York City Charter 27-232. Definitions. Repealed? 
CABARET. The term cabaret shall mean any room, place or space in which any 

musical entertainment, singing, dancing or other similar amusement is permitted in 
connection with an eating and drinking establishment.
§ 27-246 Occupancy group B-1.

Title 6 – Consumer Affairs Reg re Cabarets Not Revised -
Subchapter T: Public Dance Halls, Cabarets, and Catering 
Establishments
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This concludes my five minute presentation. Download a pdf 
version of this PowerPoint Presentation at zortmusic.com. Also, 
available at that site are source documents.
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So, as someone who does not practice and appear before these 
agencies on a regular basis, I would ask if I have misstated or 
overstated anything here – in particular, Mr. Bookman, this is 
your expertise. Have I misled the assembled here in any way?

Thank you.
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Harlem in 1932 just prior to end of Prohibition with 500 
Speakeasies and clubs serving all parts of society. Zoned “no 
dancing” now.
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